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Abstract: Cutting deformation is a process of dynamic change of microstructure of materials, and the
calculation of deformation is very complex. This paper uses the finite element software, the metal cutting
process was simulated, the deformation results obtained under different conditions of chip analysis, cutting
speed, cutting depth and the effect of shear angle of these three variables on deformation coefficient.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Cutting deformation is a process of dynamic change of microstructure of materials, and the calculation
of deformation is very complex. This paper uses the finite element software, the metal cutting process was
simulated, the deformation results obtained under different conditions of chip analysis, cutting speed, cutting
depth and the effect of shear angle of these three variables on deformation coefficient.
The metal cutting process is actually the process of plastic deformation in the shear slip mainly by
cutting metal layer on the rake surface of the cutting tool under the extrusion, figure 2 shows the slip process of
the metal. From the figure, the plastic deformation of the metal cutting process can usually be divided into three
deformation zone, which is second deformation zone, plastic deformation of metal cutting layer material after
the first deformation zone along the rake face out near the rake face is formed. In this deformation area, the
material is further intensified due to the extrusion and friction of the cutting layer material, and the material is in
the shape of the material, and the flow speed is slowed down, even at the front cutter face. The experiments
show that the size of shear angle and cutting force are directly related to the size of the cutting force.
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Figure 1 Sketch of shear deformation
The same material with the same cutting tool, cutting layer of the same size, when the cutting speed is
high, the larger the shear angle, shear area is smaller, at this time, cutting more effort, it can be seen that the
shear deformation is an important characteristic of plastic material cutting, shearing angle can be used as a
parameter to measure the deformation of the cutting process. Relative slip is the relative slip of the cutting layer
on the cutting surface, which is the main form of the metal deformation during the cutting process. The
relationship between shear angle and relative slip is derived as follows:
As is shown in the figure 2, the relative slip of the OHNM is changed to OGPM after the shear
deformation occurs in the parallel quadrilateral:   s .Visible from the graph, the shear plane NH is
y
pushed to the position of PG, s  NP, y  MK there
are:
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Figure 2 Method for calculating deformation coefficient

With the shear angle  to measure the size of the deformation, must be used to quickly cut off the chip
to get the root of the chip to get more trouble, generally used to measure the deformation coeffic ient  . As

h

shown in the cutting process, the cutting chip thickness ch of the cutting tool is usually greater than the
h
l
nominal thickness D of the cutting layer on the workpiece, while the chip length ch is less than the length of
lc
the cutting layer . The ratio of the chip thickness to the nominal thickness of the cutting layer is called the
A

thickness deformation coefficient a , that is h , the chip thickness compression ratio, and the ratio
h of the length
l
of the cutting layer to the chip length is called the length deformation coefficient  L :  a  ch ,  L  c .
hDthe cuttinglchchip
Because the width of the cutting layer on the work-piece is very small, and the average width of
is small, and the volume before and after cutting is unchanged:  a   L   . The deformation  of the chip
is directly measured and the deformation of the chip is easily measured. Coefficient of deformation is a factor of
more than 1, referred to as the cutting ratio. In the formula, lc as is known, the specimen length, lch available
amount of fine copper wire. The bigger the value, the shorter the chip thickness is, the larger the deformation.
Derived from the graph:
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In general, the degree of deformation of the chip is indicated by the shear angle, the relative slip and
the deformation coefficient. It should be noted that they are put forward according to the pure shear view, the
actual cutting process is complex, both shear and shear face of chip extrusion and friction, so these formulas
cannot reflect the essence of the whole deformation.
The cutting deformation coefficient of J Paulo Davim was obtained. The shear plane angle of PMMC
(SiC reinforced aluminum alloy) was decreased with the increase of chip deformation coefficient, and the
velocity increased slightly. The shear strain rate increases with the increase of speed, and the shear strain
decreases slightly increased [1]. Study on the phenomenon and effects of scale factors[2], cutting force and surface
roughness prediction[3], the influence of cutting edge radius on cutting process [4 ~ 6] and the research of minimum
chip thickness representation and influence factors[7,8] become a hot spot. The prediction model of the
minimum chip thickness is given by using the slip line theory of Liu [7], and the influence of thermal softening
and strain hardening, cutting speed and tool radius on the minimum cutting thickness is described. Keong Ng
Chee made a series of 7075- T6 Al micro nano-cutting (10nm-2mm) test, measured the chip thickness, cutting
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force and feed rate of the relationship between [8]. From this background information, it can be determined that
the above mentioned authors have the common view that cutting speed, cutting depth, shear angle have an
significantly influences on the chip deformation coefficient. It is useful to study the relationship by finite
element method.

II.

D FEM SIMULATION

In order to improve physical comprehension of the chip formation during cutting of ductile metals, a
proper fracture criterion is needed. Depending on the FEA simulation platform, a 2D finite element model under
plane strain deformation was used to focus on the physical inherence of the influence of the fracture models on
cutting performance. The model represents metal cutting experiment. The radial cutting depth is fixed at 4 mm.
In the turning configuration, the feed rate (or the axial cu tting depth) is much lower than the radial cutting depth,
as it is in the end turning process, where the feed speed (radial direction) is generally much lower than axial
depth of cut, therefore plane strain assumption for establish the model is reasonable for this study [9].
Quadrilateral continuum element CPE4RT was used for a coupled temperature -displacement dynamic
analysis, in order to acquire the temperature distribution in the cutting process. The material elements’ fracture
evolution process can be observed in the FEA analysis by this way, and the effects of different fracture models
can be studied. Due to the high computation cost, self-contact was not configured in the model, and only the
contact between cutting tool and work-piece was assigned. Neither mass scaling nor additional damping was
applied in the simulation [11-13].
The Johnson–Cook model is applied into this research to describe the work-piece material behavior.
This model is capable of modeling large strains, high strain rates, and temperature dependency[10,14]. The cutting
tool material is WC/CO cemented carbide (6%CO) [10,14].
The model is expressed as follows:


      T  Troom 
  1  

 0     Tmelt  Troom 

 =  A  B n  1  C ln 


m






(1)

Where σ is the equivalent stress, A is the initial yield stress, B is the hardening modulus, ε is the plastic
strain, C is the strain rate dependency coefficient,  is the strain rate, 0 is the reference strain rate, T is the
operating temperature, Troom is room temperature, Tmelt is the melting temperature, and M is the thermal softening
coefficient.

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The figure 3 is the metal cutting process and 2D FEM simulation in the state, from the beginning and tool
workpiece contact, to eventually produce longer chip, chip is formed, wherein the metal in the process of the shear
and slip. When the first saw tooth travel, the shear zone of the first deformation zone is deformed severely, the
mesh of the shear zone is stretched and the serious distortion is caused.

Figure 3 Chip formation process
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Figure 4 Schematic diagram of cutting state
Figure 4 shows cutting state, the lines in the figure represent the average width, and the following lines are the
same.
3.1 The study of the effect of cutting depth on deformation coefficient
As figure 5 shown is the same speed, different depth conditions, simulation of cutting process,
measurements were performed on the L1 and L2 Series in the distance, After measurement, the relationship
between the feed rate and cutting depth, as shown in the figure 6, we can see an increase in chip thickness with
the feed rate increasing, the macro scale cutting process this trend with the traditional line. It can be seen from
the figure the cutting depth is bigger, the greater the chip thickness.

Figure 5 The same speed, different depth conditions

Figure 6 Relationship between feed rate and chip thickness
3.2 Study on influence of cutting speed on deformation coefficient
As figure 7 shown is the same cutting depth, under different speed conditions, simulation of cutting
process, measurements were performed on the L2 and L3 Series in the distance,
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Figure 7 The same cutting depth, under different speed conditions

Figure 8 Relationship between feed rate and chip thickness
After measurement, the cutting speed and chip thickness can be obtained, as shown in figure 8. It
shows that the thickness of the chip will decrease with the increase of the cutting speed, and it also shows that
the chip thickness increases with the increase of the feed rate.

Figure 9 Differnet geometric structure of rake face
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3.3 Analysis on the effect of the geometric structure of rake face on deformation coefficient
The measurement shows that the geometric structure of rake face has no influence on the deformation
coefficient of chip.
3.4 Study on the influence of the size of the front angle on the deformation coefficient
Figure 10 shows that the same at the same depth, the different rake surface angle conditions, simulation
of cutting process, measurements were performed on the L4 and L5 Series in the distance,

Figure 10 Different angle of rake face
After measurement, we can be obtained between the rake angle and chip thickness, as shown in the
figure 11. It shows that with the former angle change, chip thickness will change, and has a direct proportion is
higher the rake angle, cutting thickness is greater, while figure also shows that, under this condition, chip
thickness increases with the amount of feed increased.

Figure 11 Relationship between feed rate and chip thickness

IV.
1.

2.
3.
4.

CONCLUSION

The chip deformation coefficient can accurately reflect the plastic deformation in the cutting process and is
easy to measure. The chip deformation coefficient is the premise of other parameters such as shear angle
and cutting force. In order to deeply understand the micro cutting mechanism, it is very necessary to
describe the shear deformation coefficient and its variation law in micro machining.
With the increase of the feed rate, the width coefficient increases with increase of deformation; cutting
depth, width deformation coefficient decreases.
The thickness of the chip will decrease with the increase of the cutting speed.
The rake face angle change, chip thickness will change, and has a direct proportion is higher the rake angle,
cutting thickness is greater.
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